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Parallel Computing (MPI, . . . )
Hardware Architecture
First group is hardly application-driven.
Second group is computational
performance-driven.
Interdisciplinary collaboration with





Introduce NAStJA framework with Cells in Silico
Applications
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High-performance Computing
How to Increase the Performance
Grid based cell dynamic simulation
François Graner and James Glazier (1992)
Mostly applied in 2D, only few cells in 3D
Energie states onHCPM
Metropolis Monte Carlo acceptance of new states
HCPM = λv ∑
i∈Ω
(v(ςi) − V(τ(ςi)))2 + λs ∑
i∈Ω




Jτ(ς i),τ(ς′j)(1 − δ(ςi , ς
′
j)) +⋯
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Celluar Potts Model (microscale)
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Multi Scale – Multi Level Model
FromMicroscale to Macroscale
Agend-based (macroscale)
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Parallelization using NAStJA
Spread Data and Computation
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0 best communication (not HPC anymore)
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Scalable Parallel Communication
Preconditions to Allow Point-to-point Communication
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[Berghoff et al.: Cells in Silico – introducing a high-performance framework for large-scale tissue modeling, BMC Bioinformatics 2020]
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Results
Scalability on ForHLR II and JUWELS
Talk by Jakob Rosenbauer
In silico model of evolution in heterogeneous tumors and the inuence of the microenvironment
in Mathematical Oncology (CT06-ONCO)
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[Rosenbauer, Berghoff, Schug: Emerging Tumor Development by Simulating Single-cell Events, bioRxiv 2020]
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Application
Cancer Growth and Treatments
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Input via cong les (GUI in development)
nastjaviewer for fast quasi 3D visualisation
Paraview and python dataframe compatible for further analysis
Open source and available under gitlab.com/nastja
Contact marco.bergho@kit.edu or @NAStJAsolver
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